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ABSTRACT 

 

In recent years, the rapid growth of information technology and digital communication has become very 

important to secure information transmission between the sender and receiver. Therefore, steganography 

introduces strongly to hide information and to communicate a secret data in an appropriate multimedia 

carrier, e.g., image, audio and video files. In this paper, a new algorithm for image steganography has 

been proposed to hide a large amount of secret data presented by secret color image. This algorithm is 

based on different size image segmentations (DSIS) and modified least significant bits (MLSB), where the 

DSIS algorithm has been applied to embed a secret image randomly instead of sequentially; this approach 

has been applied before embedding process. The number of bit to be replaced at each byte is non uniform, 

it bases on byte characteristics by constructing an effective hypothesis. The simulation results justify that 

the proposed approach is employed efficiently and satisfied high imperceptible with high payload capacity 

reached to four bits per byte.  
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1.INTRODUCTION 

 
Over a year's the flow of information in the twenty and twenty one century are rapid growth of 

information and the communication media using a large amount of data that exchanged over the 

Internet [1]. This growth of information encourages researchers to develop security techniques 

and to keep data transmission between sender and receiver safer from attackers [2]. 

 

 The performance of steganography algorithms is based on many levels of security to produce 

stego images (stg) with high imperceptible [3]. These levels are added to be sure that the 

difficulties to extract the secret image (S) have been reached. Another factor that challenges the 

security level is the amount of payload capacities in the stego image (Stg) this factor should be 

calculated carefully to find the maximum number of bits from (S) that can embed into a cover 

image safely and more robustness. Numbers of metrics have been applied by many researchers to 

calculate error rate and brightness like mean square error (MSE), peak signal to noise ratio 

(PSNR), correlation coefficient (Corr.), Chi squire (
2χ ), and standard deviation [4]. 

 

There are many Steganography algorithms proposed by many researchers, some of the algorithms 

are very complicated due to the long time needed to hide secret data, while the others are simple 
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methods with low complexity as in LSB (Least Significant Bit) [5,  6]. Spatial and frequency 

domains were  used by the research to construct a steganography algorithm.  

 

Many researchers working on frequency domain to hide secret information into JPEG images and 

to provide better camouflage but the embedding rate is limited [7].   

 

 Raftari, N., Moghadam, A. (2012) [8] proposed image steganography technique that combines 

the integer wavelet transformed (IWT) and discrete cosine transformed (DCT). This algorithm 

was  constructed to embed a secret image in a frequency domain by using Munkres' assignment 

algorithm.  Prabakaran et al., (2013) [9] present steganography approach in a frequency domain 

using DWT technique on both secret and cover images.  Motamedi, H. (2013) [10] presented a 

wavelet-based method to perform image steganography in the frequency domain and utilize 

image denoising algorithms by wavelet shareholding. Steganographic algorithms are in general 

based on replacing noise components of a digital object to be used for hiding secret message. 

 

 In the spatial domain, the common ground of spatial steganography is directly changed the image 

pixel values for hiding data. The embedding rate is often measured in a bit per pixel (bpp).  

Ioannidou, A et al., (2012) [11] proposed a technique to produce image steganography, which 

belongs to techniques taking advantage of sharp areas in images in order to hide a large amount 

of data. Specifically, this technique is based on the edges present in an image. However, this 

approach cannot increase the payload capacity when the hiding process is working on smooth 

images or images with non sharp edges [12].   Hemalatha et al, (2013) [13]. Propose a method 

using two secret images to hide into one cover image to produce a high quality of a stg. However, 

the quality of Stg produced in this approach was not promising due to a large payload capacity 

(Hong, W., et al,  2010)  

 

El-Emam, N.,  Al-Zubidy, R.,  (2013) [14] proposed steganography algorithm to hide a large 

amount of secret messages into a cover image by using four security layers. Moreover, this 

algorithm presents image segmentation algorithm and intelligent technique based on adaptive 

neural networks with genetic algorithm. However, this technique needs much time to produce 

high imperceptible Stg through four layers of security.    Li, Y. et al (2010) [15], proposed a 

reversible data hiding method, Adjacent Pixel Difference (APD), which employs the histogram of 

the pixel difference sequence to increase the embedding capacity. This technique is working on 

gray image, and a PSNR measure is not enough to confirm the quality of  Stg, in addition the 

author did not mention how to work against  new  attackers.   Zhu, Y et al., (2012) [16] provide a 

general construction of steganography without any special assumptions and prove theoretically 

that the construction was a computationally secure stego system against adaptive chosen hidden 

text attacks. Wang et al, (2013) [17] used a reversible data hiding scheme based on histogram 

shifting in the spatial domain, the embedding capacity was increased, and image quality was 

enhanced by using wall and non-wall pixels. However, the author discussed the quality of image 

using PSNR and SSIM measures without attention to the effect of statically attack measures. 

 

 In this paper, we proposed new image steganography algorithm based on different size image 

segmentations (DSIS) and modified least significant bits (MLSB). The new hypothesis has been 

applied to measure byte characteristics and to fix the number of bit to be hide in the cover image.  

 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In the section two, preliminary and definitions have 

been introduced to explain the theoretical concepts of steganography notations. The proposed 

steganography algorithm based on MLSB technique with new image segmentation has been 

presented in the section three. The prototype implementations are shown in the section four. The 
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simulation results with their comparisons are presented in section five. Finally, the conclusion has 

been appeared in the section six. 
 

2. PRELIMINARY AND DEFINITIONS 

 
Some theoretical background to embed data into digital image has been introduced in this section 

to show how to improve three common requirements, (i) the security, (ii) the capacity,  (iii) and 

the imperceptibility [18].  The performance of steganographic techniques is needed to confirm the 

security level with high payload and to demonstrate how to develop and implement the proposed 

technique to guarantee the authenticity of digital media. In Figure 1, the proposed steganography 

architecture has been constructed in this paper; it appears that we have two sides, the embedding 

and the extracting sides.   In the first side, the embedding algorithm accepts three sets; these sets 

are: a set of non-uniform segments, a set of cover bytes, and set of integer values that represent 

the number of bit to be hiding at each pixel (NBTH). However, a set of non-uniform segments 

have been constructed by using DSIS algorithm while the set of NBTH have been estimated using 

new hypothesis based on byte characteristics. The output signals of the first side are a set of stego 

bytes Stg with high payload capacity and high imperceptible. In the second side, the system 

accepts the essential parameters as the input signals that represents a set of stego bytes and cipher 

key, whereas the output signal of this side is the set secret bytes S. 
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Figure1: The proposed steganography architecture 

 

 

The definitions of the main components in the proposed algorithm have been discussed in the 

following:  

 

 

An image compression is promising to save the storage and the time, in the proposed algorithm, 

we select lossless image compression approach based on set of partitions in hierarchal tree 

(SPIHT) algorithm [19, 20, 21].  The SPIHT method it provides lossless images.  
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The AES algorithm has been applied to encrypt a compressed secret image. This algorithm is 

hard to crack, and it is well suitable to increase the security service in the applications. Moreover, 

AES algorithm needs low memory requirement and fast for the encryption process, so it is 

particularly well-suited to be used for the hiding algorithm [22]. 

 

Definition 3: Let image segmentation function define in the map SSKI:CDSIS →× ,   where 

DSIS is the different size image segmentation algorithm, I is a cover or stego image, SS is the set 

of segments , each segment (Seg) is represented by segment’s location using (x and y ) 

coordinates  with  segments’ edges (  Rs,X and  Rs,Y ) at the raster  R,  see Eqs. (2,3).  

 

The purpose of using DSISC  is to divide a cover image C into set non-uniform segments SSeg  

and to scatter the secret bits on the segments, see Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2:  Non-Uniform image segmentation 

 

Definition 4: The embedding function (EM) is represented in the map 

StgCESSC:EM S →××  and it bases on byte characteristic assessment in a cover image C (to 

compute a number of bits to be hiding NBTH) , set of segments SS, and a secret image's 

compression and encryption SCE ;  see section 3.   

 

Definition 5: The extraction function (EX) is represented in the map 
SCESSStg:EX →×  and 

it bases on byte characteristic assessment on stego image Stg to compute NBTH for each byte at 

each color and a set of segments SS, see section 3.   

 

Definition 6: Image decryption is defined in the map SCS CCE:IDcry
S

→× l     

 

Definition 7: Data decompression function DEC defines in the map   SC:DEC S →   , where 

the function domain contains a compressed secret image SC , while the function range contains a 

secret image after decompression S. 

 

Definition 8: Let (NB) represents the set of eight neighboring bytes around the target byte 

(TB) [23], see Eq.(1). The locations of NB are illustrated in the Figure3.  
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Figure 3: Eight neighbour bytes 

 

3.STEGANOGRAPHY ALGORITHM BASES ON MLSB 

TECHNIQUE 

 
The proposed new steganography algorithm follows a set of rules to guide us to create a stego 

image Stg that produces after embedded secret image S into a cover image C. In the other hands, 

we implement an extraction rules to reconstruct a secret image S. In Figure1, we show the main 

components that are used to implement hiding/ extracting processes, where the proposed 

steganography algorithm (sender side) is based on two parts. The first part aims to construct 

different size image segmentations (DSIS) from cover image to scatter secret data randomly, 

while the second part aims to build an effective approach to embed a secret image into a cover 

image with high imperceptible to works against attacks under high  payload.  

 

3.1  Image segmentation algorithm:  

 
Image segmentation is the process that uses to partition cover image into a set of sub images 

depending on a new hypothesis. Different methods proposed by many researchers had been 

implemented to achieve image segmentation based on the value of intensity, similarity, and 

variance between neighboring bytes. In the proposed algorithm, the hypothesis that is created is  

 

based on cipher key with three operations to make hard to detect the segments edges from the 

attacker.  

 

In Figure 4 we explain the proposed image segmentation based on partitioning a cover image into 

different segments' sizes. This cover image contains three layers red, green and blue; each layer 

has a two-dimensional array ( CC H W × ) where CW  and CH  are the width and the height of a 

cover image C respectively.      

             

The size of segment (s) is based on two variables, the first is variable is a length of width of 

segment s represented by (  Rs,X ), whereas the second variable is a length of height of segment s 

represented by  Rs,Y , see Eq. (2-3).  The cipher key K has been used to generate  Rs,X  and  Rs,Y  

for each segment. We believe that image segmentation is an excellent approach to work against 

attack by hiding secret message randomly and reduced the possibility for detection with 

probability 
SS

1
 where SS  is the number of segments in a cover image. 
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Figure 4:  Using non-uniform image segmentation base on DSIS algorithm 

 

 The size of each segment s at each raster R is equal to R,sR,s YX × , where R,sX and R,sY  are 

calculated using Eqs.(2-3). 
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where h  is equal to ( ) ( )( )CStrBStrVal +   (the decimal value of the concatenation of B and C 

strings)  and D  is equal to ( ) ( )( )BStrAStrVal +  (the decimal value of the concatenation of A 

and B strings)  , where  Str(.) function is the convertor from decimal to string value whereas 

Val(.) function is the convertor from string to decimal value. In addition, the variables A, B, and 

C are calculated using Eqs. (4-6).   
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where F is define in the Eq. 7. 

 

( )( )r

SMStrValF −ℵ=                                                     (7) 

 

Such that  ℵ is the constant equal to 300, ( )r

SM   is reversed order of MS. and MS is defined in 

the Eq. 8.  
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( ) SS,...,1sKValM SS =∀=                                         (8) 

 

The size of Rs,Gap  shown in Figure 4 and it is appeared under the segment s at raster R is 

calculated using Eqs. (9).  
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The proposed segmentation algorithm (DSIS) is constructed to calculate the size of each segment 

conformity according to the following steps: 

 

Algorithm1: Image segmentation DSIS  
 

Step1: Input K, Cover image C and ℵ ; 

Step2: For each color in C;      //  { }B,G,Rcolor ∈ . 

Step3: For each raster R in the C;  

        Step 3-1: For each segment s in the raster R; 

             Step 3-1-1:  Compute MS ;     // Using Eq.(8). 

        Step 3-1-2:   Compute F;        // Using Eq. (7).      

                  Step 3-1-3:  Compute A;        // Using Eq. (4). 

                  Step 3-1-4:  Compute B;        // Using Eq. (5). 

                  Step 3-1-5:  Compute C;        // Using Eq. (6).                    

                  Step 3-1-6:  Compute Rs,X ;      // Using Eq. (2). 

                  Step 3-1-7:  Compute Rs,Y ;      // Using Eq. (3). 

                  Step 3-1-8:  Compute Rs,Gap ; // Using Eq. (9). 

         End;          // foreach segment s. 

     End;          // foreach raster R. 

End.// End Algorithm1 

The time complexity measure of DSIS is defined using   “Big- O” notation, where the time 

required for each segment is defined in Eq. (10): 

 

 O(7))T(Y)T(X T(C)T(B)T(A)T(F) T(Ms)  TimeSeg    sss ≈++++++=               (10) 

 

Moreover,  the time required for all segments for all coloris define in Eq. (11): 

 

( )SS21O)SS3 O(7 )SS3  O(TimeSeg )SS ,T(TimeSeg ss ×≈××≈××=                   (11) 

 

3.2 Byte characteristic assessment in the embedding algorithm:  

 
Bytes' characteristics have been used in the proposed algorithm to find a number of bit(s) to 

embed secret bit(s) at each byte for each color in a cover image, these secret bits are hidden 

without any suspicion form steganalysis for both visual and statically attacks [ 23 , 25]. The 

proposed algorithm depends on the variance measure of the target byte ( j,iTB ) and its eight 
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neighbored byte ( NB ) , where the embedding process is based on scanning bytes from the upper 

left  to the lower right of a cover image. 

 

In this work, we apply byte value reduction function ( ).BVR  to damp byte intensity from (0-

255) to (1-16), see Eq. (12). The benefits of using sixteen levels instead of 265 levels are to 

reduce the number of classification levels of each byte and the calculation of the variance for each 

byte should be faster [14].   

 

( ) 







+= 1

16

byte
byteBVR

j,i

j,i                                                                               (12) 

 

where j,ibyte  represents a target byte j,iTB  at the location (i, j) or neighbored bytes NB . Where 

the surrounding bytes ( )
j,iTBNB  around the j,iTB  are defined in the set:  
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Figure 5: the BVR (.) of the target byte (TP) and the eight neighbour bytes (NB)  

   

      New hypothesis has been proposed based on variance calculation between target bytes TB, 

and its eight neighbored bytes see Eq. (13). This hypothesis has been used to calculate a number 

of bits to be hide (NBTH),   
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where 
2σ is the variance value  of the target byte BVR(TB) and its neighbor eight bytes  

BVR(NB)  , the value of these bytes are changed based on byte value reduction (BVR) to extract 

the high nibble of the byte that are not used by the hiding algorithm. The value of j,iNBTH  is in 

the range [1,4] and the proposed hypothesis checks the variations between the target byte and its 

surrounding eight bytes to estimate a number of bits to be replaced.  
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In general, steganography algorithm contains two parts; the first part is the sender that contains 

the embedding algorithm based on (.)EM function while the second part is the receiver that 

contains the extracting algorithm based on (.)EX  function [26].  

 

The proposed embedding algorithm EM (.) is based on MLSB and it includes the following steps: 

 

Algorithm2:  Embedding algorithm. 

 
Step 1: Input Cover image (C), cipher key (K) and Secret image (S). 

Step 2: Apply  )I,Û,Û,S(Comp mSm

(
function to produce  

SC ; // see definition 1.   

Step 3: Apply ),C(IEncry
SCS l   function to produce  

SCE  ; // see definition 2. 

Step4:  For each color in C; 

    Step4-1: Apply )K,C(CDSIS
 function to produce non uniform segments Stg by 

calculating  Y and X Rs,Rs, ; // see definition 3 and Eqs. (2-9). 

    Step4-2: Call  Byte_Characteristic(.) to find NBTH; //  see  Sub-Algorithm2.  

    Step4-3: Perform embedding function EM(C, SS, SCE )   of the secret image’s compression 

and encryption ( SCE ); // see definition 4. 

Step 5: Send Stg image to insecure channel; 

End. //End Algorithm2 

 

Sub-Algorithm2    // Set the intensity of each byte in the range (1, 16) and then find  j,iNBTH  

for each byte at each color; see Eq. (13)   
 

 Byte_Characteristic( NBTH ) { 

         // scanning all bytes for all segment at each color in a cover image  

 For each color in C 

             For each segment sSeg  

                        For each byte B 

                             Calculate BBVR ;           // using Eq. (12).  

                             Calculate  NBTHB ;       // using Eq. (13). 

 

 

End. // for each segment set. 

            End. // for each segment set. 

End. //for each color. 

}// end sub-algorithm2. 
 

Algorithm3- Extraction algorithm    

 

Step1: Input Stg image and the K that are received from the insecure channel; 

Step2: For each color in Stg; 

    Step2-1: Applying )K,Stg(CDSIS  to find the edges of each segment  SSeg  by 

calculating  Y and X Rs,Rs, ; // see Eq.(2-3). 

    Stp2-2: Scan all bytes in Stg image and calculate NBTH;  // Eq.(13). 
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    Step2-3: Apply EX function EX( Stg , SS) for all bytes depending on byte characteristics to 

produce SCE ; // see definition 5. 

Step3: Apply )CE(IDcry
SCS l× function to produce SC ;   // see definition 6. 

Step4: Apply )C(DEC S function to find a secret image  S; // see definition 7. 

End. // End Algorithm3 

    The "big-O" notation has been applied to measure time complexity for data embedding (EM) 

and data extraction (EX), time complexity is defined in Eq. (14).   
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4. IMPLEMENTATION  
 

The implementation of the proposed embedding algorithm has been applied by using MLSB on 

three colors to hide a secret image. We can hide one to four bit(s) depending on the value of 

NBTH by using Eq. (13). In Figure 6, we applied the proposed embedding algorithm on selective 

cover image (F16) since the difference in byte characteristics has been shown on three colors.  

 
Figure 6: Find a number of bits to be replaced for each byte and at each color (R, G, B) with the embedding 

process 

 

 

Furthermore, the proposed steganography algorithm calculates the value of NBTH for each color 

to minimize the distortion on stego image [27]; it appears that the  read color has a highest value 

of NBTH equal to four due to large variance between the TB and the surrounding NBs while the 

blue color has the lowest value of NBTH equal to one  due to small variance between TB and the 

surrounding NBs.   

 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS   

 
The proposed algorithm using modified LSB has been implemented using MATLAB 

environment. The performance of the proposed approach has been studded using different kinds 

of measures like (amount of payload capacity, PSNR, MAE, AD, and NCC). 
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To confirm the performance of the proposed approach, we apply the proposed algorithm on more 

than 200 images from ((BOSS base version. 0.92) database.  In this section we display the results 

using four testing color images, these are: (Lena, F16, Baboon, Peppers and Tiffany), see Fig 7. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Five testing images. 
 

The quality of stego image stg has been studded using  peak signals to noise ratio (PSNR), see 

Eq.(15).   

( )
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where avgMSE is the average of MSE for three colors (R, G, B). 
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In Table 1, we display the value of PSNR for the stego image Stg after hiding the secret image's 

compression and encryption.   
 
 

 

Table 1: Calculate PSNR values Eq.(15)  for different cover and 

secret images size (256*256). 
 

 

 

Cover 

image 

(256*256) 

Channels 

(R,G,B)  

Secret 

Image  

(256X256) 

PSNR of 

the 

Proposed 

Algorithm 

Lena 

Red-1  

F16 

43.436 

Green-2  43.2875 

Blue-3  43.462 

All  43.39 

Lena 

Red-1  

Baboon 

43.6466 

Green-2  43.5839 

Blue-3  43.6 

All  43.61 

F16 

Red-1  

Lena 

44.0967 

Green-2  44.0845 

Blue-3  44.56 

All  44.2470 
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We observed that PSNR of the tested images using the proposed hiding algorithm has a 

maximum average able to (44.2470 dB) when the cover image is (F16), and the secret image is 

(Lena), while the minimum average  is equal to (43.39 dB) when the cover image is (Lena), and 

secret image is (F16). Moreover, the results illustrated that blue channels have the maximum sum 

of PSNR equal to (131.622 dB) while the green channels have the minimum sum of PSNR equal 

to (130.9559 dB) about 0.5319% less than the blue channel. However, the result indicates that the 

amount of secret data into the green channel should be reduced to avoid perceptible of secret 

image by attackers.  

 

The variances of cover and the stego images (F16) have been shown the Figure 8 when the secret 

image is Lena. Histograms in Figure 8 (a) and (b) refer to the variance of the cover and stego 

images respectively using red channel, whereas histograms in Figure 8 (c) and (d) refer to the 

variance of the cover and stego images respectively using Green channel and histograms in 

Figure 8 (e) and (f) refer to the variance of the cover and stego images respectively using blue 

channel. 
 

 
Figure 8: Histograms of different layers of the cover image and the corresponding stg image. (a) And (b) 

for red channel. (c) And (d) for the green channel. (e) And (f) for the blue channel.  

 

In addition, the histograms in Figure 8 show that the matching between cover and stego images 

has been satisfied at the red channel while the noise are appeared at stego image in the blue 

channel. 

 

 Table 2 shows the PSNR values for different payload percentages on the F16 as the cover image. 

It appears that the percentage of the payload (amount of bits to be hidden) have highest PSNR at 

the payload percentage equal to 10%. In addition, the results appear that PSNR value is decreased 

when the payload percentage has been increased, where the percentage of PSNR has been 

reduced about 9.63% for the payload percentage equal to 20% and has been reduced about 

12.87% for the payload percentage equal to 30% and has been reduced about 16.93% for the 

payload percentage equal to 50%. 
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Table 2: PSNR OF Stg image with different payload 

 

Cover image Payload 10% Payload 20% 
Payload 

30% 

Payload  

50% 

F16 53.43db 48.28db 46.55db 44.38db 

     

In Table 3, a comparative study with other researchers has been taken up with the same 

circumstances (same cover images, same secret images, and same image size). These 

comparisons are applied between the proposed approach and the two previous according to the 

value of PSNR. The results confirm obviously that the proposed method is more secure and 

preserved secret information than the other steganographic schemes. It appears that the  average 

of three stego images in the proposed approach is better than (EL-EMAM, N.  2013) [14] and 

(Chang, C., 2008) [28] about 11.23% and 14.42% respectively.   

 
Table 3: Comparison with other researcher works 

 

Cover image 

(512 X 512) 

Channels 

(R,G,B) 

Secret 

image 

PSNR 

(Chen.  

2008) 

[28] 

PSNR 

EL-EMAM, 

N.  2013 

[14] 

The 

Proposed 

algorithm 

The Percentage to improve the 

other works 

EL-EMAM, 

2013 

[14] 

Chen.  

2008 

[28] 

Lena 

Red  

Peppers 

37.97  39.01  42.97  

8.12% 10.28% 
Green  37.87  39.42  42.94  

Blue  39.78  39.98  43.05  

All  38.54  39.47  42.96  

F16 

Red  

Lena 

36.32  37.45  44.88  

15.33% 19.02% 
Green  35.55  37.12  44.95  

Blue  37.43  39.71  45.14  

All  36.43  38.09  44.99  

Baboon 

Red  

Tiffany 

37.39  39.21  42.45  

10.24% 13.96% 
Green  36.38  37.98  42.4  

Blue  35.85  37.17  42.57  

All  36.54  38.12  42.47  

 

In Table 4, the performance of the proposed algorithm has been checked using five measures; 

these measures have been discussed through the PSNR, see Eq. (15), the mean absolute error 

(MAE), see Eq. (17 ), the average difference (AD), see Eq. (18),  and normalized cross 

correlation (NCC), see Eq. (19).   
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     where C  is the mean of cover image while 
j,i

Stg is the mean of stego image. 

 
Table 4: Check the performance of the proposed algorithm through 

different measures 
 

 

Cover 

image 

 

Channels 

(R,G,B) 

Secret 

image 
PSNR Payload NCC AD MAE 

Lena 

Red 

F16 

43.436 100648 0.9986 0.2563 0.0057 

Green 43.2875 102521 0.9976 0.2586 0.0107 

Blue 43.462 101424 0.9976 0.2582 0.0097 

All 43.39 304593 0.9979 0.2577 0.0087 

Lena 

Red 

Baboon 

43.6466 100648 1 0.0211 0.0056 

Green 43.5839 102521 0.999 0.0209 0.0105 

Blue 43.6 101424 0.999 0.0098 0.0096 

All 43.61 304593 0.9993 0.0172 0.0085 

F16 

Red 

Lena 

44.0967 91715 0.999 0.1708 0.005 

Green 44.0845 90258 0.9991 0.173 0.0049 

Blue 44.56 89561 0.9993 0.1451 0.0045 

All 44.2470 271534 0.999 0.1629 0.0048 

 

 
The experimental results in Table 4 have been considered on many color images to check the 

performance using the largest amount of payload capacity. The results illustrate that the quality of 

stego image Stg has been reached according to those measures.  In addition, results show that the 

high quality has been reached when AD and MAE are small, PSNR is large and NCC tends to 

one. Therefore, when the stego image is Lena and the secret image is Baboon the relative quality 

in the maximum, while when the stego image is Lena and the secret image is F16, the relative 

quality in the minimum. Moreover, the results show that the payload capacities for three stego 

images are different; they appear that the stego image Lena that holds Baboon or F16 as secret 

images is better than the stego image F16 that holds Lena secret image about 10.85%. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS  

 
This paper presented a description of a new steganography algorithm. The  algorithm is employed 

effectively over an insecure channel and working against attacks by producing high imperceptible 

steg images for both low and high payload.  The proposed steganography algorithm bases on 

many components, these components are:  

 

i) DSIS algorithm to generate set of non-uniform segments. These segments are employed 

to hide a secret image randomly instead of sequentially. This approach can decrease the 

probability of detection to (
SS

1
).   

ii) Using DWT to get a high lossless compression ratio to increase the amount of the 

secret image that can be sent [29]. 

 

iii)  Apply advanced encryption standard (AES) to make a secret image unreadable by 

attackers. 
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iv) Modified the traditional LSB to embed more than one bit for each byte with high 

imperceptible. The aim of MLSB to increase the payloads and to improve the security.  

 

The proposed approach justifies the security according to experimental results shown in this 

paper. 
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